How Emory Takes Action to Provide Access &

Justice?

they apply to the vexed relation between race and social class; what diagnostic and/or therapeutic strategies do such pressing issues as the imbrication of race and

injustice.

The series focuses on the representation of blackness. Beasley engaged with the project of representing blackness.

5:00 pm

February 17, 2021

Annual Hamilton E. Holmes Memorial Lecture

Healing from our ‘Two Traumas’ the 17th

on how their efforts are improving economic access and

screening of employers.

This talk will discuss the role of race in recruitment,

February 5, 2021

Global Concept: Power, Access, and Policy

Race Beyond Borders: Understanding Race as a

and justice in all aspects of life, in Atlanta and beyond.

12:00 pm

February 1, 2021

Signification

Bloggers Animate Black Dolls as Sites of

Although puppetry usually excludes dolls on the

12:00 pm

February 18, 2021

Dr. Anthony Jack: “The Privileged Poor”

In it, he explains the paths of two uniquely segregated

groups. First, the “privileged poor”: students from low-

Poor have more cultural capital to navigate and succeed

transition. Although both groups come from

students who arrive from underprivileged backgrounds

are what Jack calls the “doubly disadvantaged”—

community about his book, The Privileged Poor: How

— in the college environment and beyond.

Dr. Anthony Jack, Assistant Professor of Education at

Dr. Anthony Jack: “The Privileged Poor”

Education at Harvard University, is transforming the

way we address diversity and inclusion in education. His

new book, The Privileged Poor: How Elite Colleges are

pays tribute to our friend

Just days before Super Bowl LV, join Howard Bryant,

award-winning ESPN senior writer and author of Full

C. Rhoden, award-winning New York Times columnist

and writer-at-large for The Undefeated, and Emory

University’s Center for Race, Media, and Culture.

Register Here